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Council and Parliament reach a
provisional deal
European Council

READ MORE

Joint Declaration
by the Ministers of
the EPSCO Council
The Joint Declaration
seeks to mitigate the
impact of the COVID-19
pandemic – particularly on
children and families at
risk
of poverty and social
exclusion and support a
long-term European
policy strategy to reduce
child poverty.
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after the COVID-19
crisis
European Parliament

MEPs proposed measures
to protect women's rights
and enhance gender
equality during and after
the COVID crisis
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MEPs: Access to
adequate housing
should be a
fundamental
European right
European Parliament 

MEPs call on the EU to
recognise access to
decent and affordable
housing as an enforceable
human right and to push
for measures to eradicate
homelessness.
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European Parliament

MEPs call for additional
actions and specific and
binding targets in the new
Gender Equality Strategy
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Health System
Performance
Assessment
European Commission

 The survey confirms that
only a few European
governments have
operationalised resilience
of health system
performance.
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Call for tenders for
Roma Civil
Monitoring 
European Commission

Call for a contractor to
carry out the task of
strengthening capacity
and participation of mainly
Roma civil society in
monitoring and reviewing
the national strategic
frameworks for Roma
equality, inclusion and
participation in the EU
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on cross-border
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evaluation of
patients’ rights
European Commission

Deadline for submissions
on the roadmap | 11
February
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The EU’s initial
response to COVID-
19: learning lessons
to improve
European
cooperation in public
health
European Court of
Auditors

Review of the EU’s initial
response to the COVID-19
crisis which draws
attention to certain
challenges faced by the
EU in its support for
Member States’ public
health actions.
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authorisation of safe
and effective
COVID-19 vaccines
in the EU
European Medicines
Agency

EMA explains the
processes for the
development, evaluation,
approval and safety
monitoring of COVID-19
vaccines in the EU,
including its own specific
role.
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EU Fundamental Rights
Agency
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EU Fundamental Rights
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 Video statement by 
Michael O’Flaherty, FRA
Director  READ MORE
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EU Fundamental Rights
Agency

518 Travellers in Ireland
share testimonies about
their life and experiences
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COVID-19 and vaccines: Equitable access to vaccination must be
ensured
 

Council of Europe 

Recommendations from the Council of Europe Committee on Bioethics drawing
particular attention to persons in vulnerable situations having difficulties in accessing
health services.
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COVID-19 vaccination and
prioritisation strategies in the
EU/EEA
European Centre for Disease
Prevention and Control

New guidelines on prioritisation of
COVID-19 vaccination should take into
account several dimensions and needs to
be contextualised.
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Strategic and performance
analysis of ECDC response to
the COVID-19 pandemic
European Centre for Disease
Prevention and Control
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Collection and
integration of data
on refugee and
migrant health in the
WHO European
Region: policy brief
(2021)
World Health
Organization | Europe

The need to enhance
health information
systems and enable
rigorous collection of data
on migration health at the
national level remains
challenging for most of the
WHO European Region
countries.
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WHO :  how will
there be fair and
equitable allocation
of limited supplies?
World Health
Organization

The definition of priority
groups should be based
on the most thorough
analysis of evidence,
including differences
across diverse
geographical and social
settings, recommends
WHO.
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WHO issues its first
emergency use
validation for a
COVID-19 vaccine
and emphasizes
need for equitable
global access
World Health
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Revising our social and political priorities to ensure health equity
across Europe
 

The European Public Health Alliance relaunches the European Charter for Health
Equity.  Initially presented in 2010, and considering the current social, economic and
political challenges impacting human rights protection, including individuals and
communities’ health and well-being,  the Charter has become even more relevant in
the context of the pandemic and can contribute to advance health equity across
Europe. Find out how it can be supported here
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calling for urgent
country scale-up of
access to optimal
HIV treatment for
infants and children
living with HIV
World Health
Organization
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The Decade of
Healthy Ageing: a
new UN-wide
initiative
World Health
Organization

The United Nations
General Assembly has
declared 2021-2030 the
Decade of Healthy
Ageing.
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Tips for professional
reporting on COVID-
19 vaccines
World Health
Organization
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The importance of increasing
access to high-quality health
data
Organisation for Cooperation and
Economic Development

The importance of increasing access to
high-quality health data
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Building for a better tomorrow:
Policies to make housing more
affordable
Organisation for Cooperation and
Economic Development
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Should governments consider
Roma a priority in their Covid-
19 vaccination roll-out plans?
Maja Saitovic and Marek Szilvasi

A new paper highlights the toll on
COVID-19 on Europe's Roma community
and calls on European and national
governments to ensure that Roma are
included in the COVID-19 vaccines roll-
out

READ MORE

Roma families in Spain are
deprived of electricity despite
the winter conditions
CESPYD

Roma families in Seville have been left
without electricity despite the winter
conditions. Children, elderly and persons
who depend on electricity for respiratory
devices are in crisis says a local NGO.
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Open letter:
Addressing
inequities in access
to COVID-19
vaccination
European AIDS
Treatment Group

READ MORE

HIV Healthcare and
Community Services
in the COVID-19 Era

European AIDS
Treatment Group

This new campaign,
launched in the context of
World AIDS Day, focuses
on community Healthcare
Workers (HCW) from the
HIV and co-infections field
and the services they
provide.

READ MORE

Living with HIV in a
COVID-19 world:
challenges,
responses, and
lessons to learn
European AIDS
Treatment Group

Rapid Assessment
Bulletin
EATG COVID-19
Community Response
Project

READ MORE

Left Behind: Voices of People
Excluded from Universal
Healthcare Coverage in Europe
FEANTSA

A new report presents testimonials from
service-users about their experiences of
the pandemic. READ MORE

Bosnia and Herzegovina:
Migrants Left in the Cold
Long-Term Housing, Care
Urgently Needed
Human Rights Watch
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presents its key
messages on the
European Semester
Autumn Package to
the EU Social
Protection and
Employment
Committees
Social Platform 

READ MORE

Made in Social
Europe’s Inspiring
Practices of 2020-
the Roma Health
Network
Social Platform

READ MORE

Social Platform calls
on EU Member
States to improve
civil dialogue in the
2021 European
Semester cycle
Social Platform

READ MORE

Social Rights Monitor 2020 and
Country Reports
Solidar

A new report provides an insight into the
state of social rights in different European
countries. It assesses the state of social
Europe in terms of equality of
opportunities, fair working conditions,
social protection, inclusion and civic
space.
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EU Green Paper on Ageing - let
us all mobilise for a more
inclusive future for all ages!
AGE Platform Europe 

READ MORE

We cannot risk that the EU
becomes a safe haven for
paedophiles and sexual
predators
Votes for Children READ MORE

An important step forward for
children’s safety online
Votes for Children
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The EU should not exclude the Roma
from the Green Deal Al-jazeera

ECHR rules against Switzerland for
fining, arresting Roma woman Al-jazeera

Covid-19: Oldham prioritises homeless in
vaccine roll-out BBC News

Towards inclusionary and diversity-
sensitive public health: the
consequences of exclusionary othering in
public health using the example of
COVID-19 management in German
reception centres and asylum
camps BMJ Global Health Journals

Homeless, migrants, Roma without
access to Covid-19
vaccination  Ekathimerini

EMA director: Europeans are better
protected with ‘EU licensed’ COVID
vaccine euractiv

A new campaign pushes for a fair start
for every child in Europe euractiv

Discrimination in Spain has worsened in
the past few years, especially in housing
and education Reuters

No power, no water, no hope: inside
Europe’s largest shanty town                   
The Guardian
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